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Overview

• Structure
• Responses
• Damage and plasticity (but not tinnitus)
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Subdivisions of cochlear nucleus
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Coronal view of VCN and DCN

Muniak et al 2013



Sources of input to VCN

• Auditory nerve (main excitatory)-
glutamate

• ~5 sources of inhibitory input (VCN 
interneurons, DCN, superior olive, inferior 
colliculus, auditory cortex)-glycine and GABA

• Neuromodulatory systems (cholinergic, 
serotonergic, noradrenergic, dopaminergic)

• Other?



Ventral cochlear nucleus

Diverse types of neurons in 
different regions process 
acoustic cues.

Adapted from Osen, 1969
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Bushy cells



Endbulbs: Large auditory nerve 
synapses formed with bushy cells

Ryugo lab

Endbulbs of Held and 
modified endbulbs form 
synapses with bushy cells, 
named for their short, bush-
shaped dendrites.

Fast, hi-fidelity transmission of 
information. Frequency 
specific.

Lauer et al. 2013



Bushy cell responses

Pri-N
Pri

Blackburn and Sachs 1990 

Bushy cell responses to tones are 
similar to auditory nerve responses 
and are narrowly tuned.

Primary-like=spherical bushy cells 
(low frequency). Primary-like with 
notch=globular bushy cells (high 
frequency). Slightly different inputs.

Excitatory
Inhibitory

Lauer et al., 2013



Bushy cells are very good at 
phase locking

Lauer et al. 2013

Young and Oertel

Bushy cells are good at processing temporal 
information.

Some units actually phow better phase 
locking than auditory nerve fibers.



Convergence of multiple endbulbs
and inhibitory inputs

Spirou et al. 2005

Multiple auditory nerve inputs 
converge on bushy cells (~2-3 
for spherical, ~10-20 for 
globular).

There are also inhibitory 
inputs.

Convergence, inhibition 
improves timing.

Inhibition may also produce 
inhibitory sidebands (frequency 
specific).



Bushy cells and sound localization: 
interaural level differences (ILDs)

Wang and Augustine 2015 

Calyx of Held

Tollin 2003 Globular bushy cells are part of of 
the ILD pathway. They terminate in 
large, fast, fenestrated endings in 
MNTB known as calyces of Held.

Spherical bushy cells project to 
lateral superior olive (LSO).



Bushy cells and sound localization: 
interaural time differences (ITDs)

Grothe 2003

Spherical bushy cells are part of 
the ITD pathway. They terminate in 
smaller synapses in medial 
superior olive (MSO).

Globulars also contribute via 
inputs to inhibitory trapezoid body 
pathways. 

Tollin 2003 



Stellate (multipolar) cells



T stellate cells (type I multipolar, 
planar, chopper)

Oertel et al. 2011

Chanda and Xu-Friedman 2010

T stellates are located in VCN, especially 
PVCN near the auditory nerve root. 

Most inputs are to the (multiple) dendrites.



T stellates-responses and  sources 
of inputs

Oertel et al. 2011

T stellates show chopping responses to 
tones. Narrow tuning.

They receive inputs from many sources.



Stellate cells are not as good at 
processing temporal information

T stellates show reduced 
synchronization to a stimulus 
compared to auditory nerve 
and bushy cells



T stellates specialize in spectral 
coding

T stellates encode spectral 
features of sound (and probably 
also loudness).

Sharper formant peaks 
compared to auditory nerve 
fibers are due to inhibitory inputs.



T stellates project to many places

Oertel et al. 2011

T stellates project to inferior 
colliculus, dorsal cochlear 
nucleus, LSO, olivocochlear
neurons in VNTB, lateral 
lemniscus, and within VCN.

Many possible functions!



D Stellate cells

D stellates are inhibitory interneurons 
that show onset chopper responses to 
tones. Broad tuning. Many axosomatic
and axodendritic inputs.

Source of broadband inhibition within 
VCN and DCN.Lauer lab

Smith and Rhode 1989



Stellate cell projections within CN

Malmierca 2013, based on work by Ryugo

T (planar) stellates project to DCN in a 
frequency-specific manner. 

D stellates (radiate) have more diffuse 
terminal fields. 



Octopus cells



Octopus cells

Blackburn and Sachs 1990 

Lauer lab

Octopus cells almost exclusively 
receive auditory nerve inputs via 
small bouton terminals covering 
their soma and dendrites.

They fire at the onset of broadband 
sounds, requiring many 
simultaneously active auditory nerve 
inputs. 

Occasional inputs from other 
octopus cells or inhibitory sources 
(rare) are observed.



Octopus cells compensate for 
cochlear delay

McGinley et al. 2012

Octopus cells receive high frequencies on their dendrites and low frequencies 
on their soma, which compensates for the auditory nerve delay. 



Octopus cells project to nuclei that 
are good at temporal processing 

Octopus cells project to 
lateral lemniscus and 
process monaural 
temporal cues. 

Compare the projections 
of the main VCN cell 
types here.

Young and Oertel



Plasticity



Neuromodulatory and feedback systems 
affect responses in VCN neurons

Mulders et al. 2009

Olivocochlear stimulation has different effects on different 
neurons. Other neuromodulators can affect gain.



Environmental noise changes the 
structure and function of endbulbs

Ngodup et al. 2015

Non-damaging noise facilitates 
endbulb synapses and improves 
fidelity of bushy cell firing by 
increasing the number of release 
sites.



Conductive hearing loss produces the 
opposite effect
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Xu-Friedman lab



Endbulbs are abnormal in 
congenitally deaf animals

Normal Hearing Cats Deaf White Cats

Ryugo & colleagues (1996-present)

Branched, very complex Less branched, less complex



Endbulbs in deaf animals can be 
recovered with early intervention

Cochlear implants used early 
in development can rescue 
synaptic abnormalities at 
endbulbs of Held.

Postsynaptic densities are flat 
and long in deaf cats. They 
return to the short, cupped 
shape with extended 
extracellular spaces in early CI 
cats.

Normal

Deaf

CI

Ryugo et al. 2005



Ratio of excitatory and inhibitory 
input to auditory neurons is plastic

Inputs to auditory neurons in the brain receive 
excitatory and inhibitory input from multiple sources.

Normally, these inputs are carefully balanced to 
promote normal processing

Primary Excitatory
Non-primary Excitatory
Inhibitory

Excitation and inhibition become unbalanced with hearing loss.
How?



Central plasticity with acquired 
hereditary hearing loss

McGuire et al., 2015

Central auditory nerve synapses 
can survive long after the cochlea 
degenerates

McGuire et al. 2015



Central plasticity with acquired 
hereditary hearing loss

Central auditory nerve synapses 
can survive long after the cochlea 
degenerates

This is true for synapses onto all 
VCN cell types studied. 

However, the size of the terminals 
is reduced.

McGuire et al. 2015



Central hyperactivity is common 
with some forms of hearing loss

Wave III/I and wave IV/I click amplitudes are reduced in noise-
exposed animals, indication that either excitation is increased or 
inhibition is decreased in bushy cell-driven pathways

Lauer lab



Spontaneous and evoked activity is 
increased in VCN after noise exposure

Late auditory brainstem response (ABR) 
waves (bushy cell driven) are 
enhanced in tinnitus patients and some 
animal models of tinnitus

Adapted from Melcher and Kiang, 1996

Central hyperactivity is often 
reported with hearing loss



Hyperactivity is likely due to 
decreased inhibition

Overall VGLUT1 labeling 
does not change, while 
GAD65 is decreased in 
noise-exposed animals

GAD65 (-)VGLUT1 (+)

Auditory nerve 
synapses and 
bushy cells

GABAergic and 
glycinergic terminals



Does this happen in a frequency-
dependent manner?

3D frequency map of cochlear nucleus (Muniak)



Synaptic redistribution after noise 
exposure

VGLUT (+)1 GAD65 (-)



!
Bushy and multipolar neurons change their rate 
responses in opposite ways following acoustic 
trauma.

bushy multipolar

Cai et al 2009

What does this excitatory/inhibitory 
imbalance mean for hearing?

Loudness
Recruitment



Effects of hyperactivity on hearing

Hyperactivity in VCN; 
tinnitus and/or 
hyperacusis?

Problem 1: sound-
driven hyperactivity and 
higher spontaneous 
activity are not the 
same thing.

Problem 2: Data are 
inconsistent across 
studies. 

Spontaneous hyperactivity in 
VCN neurons after mechanical 
or noise trauma Vogler et al., 
2011

Reduced wave I, increased 
later wave amplitude (driven by 
bushy cells); Gu et al., 2012



Summary

• VCN contains diverse cell types that are 
specialized for encoding time, 
frequency, and intensity cues

• These neurons support binaural hearing 
and speech (vocalization) coding

• There is a remarkable capacity for 
plasticity in response to abnormal 
acoustic input and deafness


